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Project Manager Compass

“How do you communicate effectively
with BLUE, RED and GREEN
stakeholders in order to build TRUST
and REDUCE CONFLICT?”
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«As in the old times, each one us becomes
wiser from others, because it is not easy
to open the gates of words that were not spoken!»
Vakhilidis from Kea Island, Greece, 4th Century B.C.
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Today’s Agenda












Communications defined!
Self awareness exercises!
What are the colors?
What is conflict
Typical sources of conflict
Typical symptoms of team conflict
Conflict Resolution Techniques
Can body language uncover the conflict?
What are the conflict strategies?
How to build trust and reduce conflict?
Take away

Objectives of the session
 Self discovery and awareness
 Improve our relationships
 Increase our success as well as the success of our teams and our
organizations
 Improve Trust
 Reduce Conflict
 Gain ideas to motivate ourselves, our teams and our
organizations
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Communication is Art & Science!

“The greatest enemy of

is the illusion of it!”
Pierre Martineau

What are the BLUE, RED and GREEN colors?

“The Beginning of Wisdom is the
Definition of Terms!”

Socrates, 470-399 B.C.
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Communications Model

“The quality of our projects and the effectiveness of
our team work are determined by the quality of our
relationships with others!”

Communicating with stakeholders

The good news:
Project Managers spends more than 90% of
their time communicating with stakeholders.
Can we ensure the quality and the
effectiveness of this communication method?
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Communicating with stakeholders

 The bad news:
 All of us we hear messages transmitted
by others in our own way – interpreted by our own
Motivational Value System (MVS).
 How can this happen?
 Our MVS system relies on the Strength Deployment
Inventory (SDI) principle that is based on an
American model of psychological testing.
http://www.personalstrengths.com, Dr. Elias Porter

st
1

Self awareness
exercise!
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Exercise is based on:

(*) Source: “Charting your course for effective communication”
by Aileen Ellis, Peggy Wallis and Susan Washburn

1st Self awareness Exercise

 You just called a meeting
with your team
 What expression would you
use to start the meeting
 2 MINUTES to thing!
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1st Self awareness Exercise

 Which expression of
the following 4 would
you use to start the
meeting?
 2 MINUTES to select!

1st Self awareness Exercise:
Choose an introductory meeting comment!
1. Before we do anything, could I just ask how you are?
Have you recovered from the flu yet?
2. I know just what we need to do, so let’s get moving!
3. What should we accomplish on today’s call? I have
prepared a list of items I would like to discuss!
4. I want to think of all of the possibilities before we begin.
What do all of you think we should do?
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Discuss your answer with the
person next to you.
Why you selected this specific
statement as an introductory
meeting comment?
3 Minutes!

nd
2

Self awareness
exercise!
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Exercise in based on:

(*) Source: “Charting your course for effective communication”
by Aileen Ellis, Peggy Wallis and Susan Washburn

2nd Self awareness Exercise
 The meeting has ended and it is time
to decide for lunch!
 Which expression
would you use?
 2 minutes to think!
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2nd Self awareness Exercise
 The meeting has ended
and it is time to decide
for lunch!
 Which expression
of the following 4 would
you use?
 2 minutes to select!

2nd Self awareness Exercise:
Choose an statement for going out!

1. I am happy to follow you provided that you all are
happy with the choice!
2. I know exactly where we should go! So let get moving!
3. Can you all give me your criteria’s for selecting the
restaurant. I have a phone book and the best guide!
4. I will go as long as there are lots of different selections
and everyone agrees with it together!
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Discuss your answer with the
person next to you.
Why you selected this specific
statement for selecting
the lunch place?
3 Minutes!

What are
the colors?
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3. What are the colors
BLUE, RED and GREEN?

http://www.personalstrengths.com, Dr. Elias Porter

Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI)
 SDI likens people’s different
“core motivations” to 3 colors:
BLUE, RED and GREEN.
 BLUE color is for altruistic careers
 RED color is for go-getting leaders and
 GREEN color is for analytical, independent types.
 Flexible, visionary people displaying all 3 colors in
equal measure are called “HUBs”.
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FLEXIBLE – COHERING

BLUE

RED
HUB

ALTRUISTIC–
NURTURING

ASSERTIVE–
DIRECTING

GREEN
ANALYTIC–
AUTONOMIZING

BLUE

ALTRUISTIC–NURTURING

Concern for the Protection, Growth and Welfare of Others

VALUED RELATING STYLE
• Being open and responsive to
the needs of others
• Seeking ways to bring help to others
• Trying to avoid being a burden to others
• Ensuring others reach their potential
• Ensuring others are valued
• Defending the rights of others
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RED

ASSERTIVE–DIRECTING

Concern for Task Accomplishment, Concern for Organization of
People, Time, Money and Any Other Resources to Achieve Desired
Results
VALUED RELATING STYLE
•

Competing for authority and responsibility

•

Being alert to opportunity

•

Claiming the right to earned rewards

•

Accepting challenges

•

Accepting risk-taking as necessary
and desirable

GREEN ANALYTIC–AUTONOMIZING
Concern for Assurance That Things Have Been Properly Thought Out
Concern for Meaningful Order Being Established and Maintained
Individualism, Self-Reliance & Self-Dependence

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VALUED RELATING STYLE
Being objective and right
Being principled
Being in control of emotions
Being cautious and thorough
Being fair and resolute
Being serious
Being their own “judge and jury”
Being their “own person”
Thinking things through before acting
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HUB

FLEXIBLE–COHERING

Concern for Flexibility
Concern for the Welfare of the Group
Concern for the Members of the Group and for Belonging in the Group

VALUED RELATING STYLE
• Being curious about what others think and feel, open
minded and willing to adapt
• Proud to be a “member”
• Likes to know and be known by a lot of people
• Likes to be flexible
• Consensus decision making

Which color matches your
style? Write your color in
the piece of paper!
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Question answers:
What is your color?

1st Self awareness Exercise:
Choose an introductory comment!

1. Before we do anything, could I just ask how you are?
Have you recovered from the flu yet?
2. I know just what we need to do,
so let’s get moving!
3. What should we accomplish on today’s call? I have
prepared a list of items I would like to discuss!
4. I want to think of all of the possibilities before we
begin. What do all of you think we should do?
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1st Self awareness Exercise:
Correct answers!
1. Before we do anything, could I just ask how you are? Have
you recovered from the flu yet?
2. I know just what we need to do,
so let’s get moving!
3. What should we accomplish on today’s call? I have prepared
a list of items I would like to discuss!
4. I want to think of all of the possibilities before we begin.
What do all of you think we should do?

2nd Self awareness Exercise:
Choose an statement for going out!
1. I am happy to follow you provided that you all are
happy with the choice!
2. I know exactly where we should go! So let get moving!
3. Can you all give me your criteria’s for selecting the
restaurant. I have a phone book and the best guide!
4. I will go as long as there are lots of different selections
and everyone agrees with it together!
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2nd Self awareness Exercise:
Correct answers!
1. I am happy to follow you provided that you all are happy
with the choice!
2. I know exactly where we should go! So let get moving!
3. Can you all give me your criteria’s for selecting the
restaurant. I have a phone book and the best guide!
4. I will go as long as there are lots of different selections and
everyone agrees with it together!

What is
conflict?
19
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The 1st ever quote about Project problems was
made by Xenophon 25 centuries ago,
at Cyrus Pedia 6/ΙΙ. Xenophon notes:

“most issues
arise in situations where we
execute multiple projects!”
Xenophon
(In Greek Ξενοφών)

Greek Historian

431 - 355 BC

Conflict Defined:
 Dictionary:
 a clash between hostile
or opposing elements or ideas

 Applied to Human Behavior:
 a disagreement between individuals that can vary
from mild dissent to an emotion packed win-lose
confrontation
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In simple words, conflict is:
1. Inevitable in any situation involving more than one person
2. A consequence of interactions and differences in goals,
viewpoints and needs
3. Good or bad
4. A result of differences in objectives, values, and
perceptions
5. A simple disagreement or confrontational
6. A creator of competition
7. A result of change
8. Something that needs to be managed immediately
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Dealing with Conflict
1. Successful leaders and managers can and should manage
conflict effectively.
2. This conflict management ability is considered a core
competency and is required of managers and leaders who
want to grow and advance!
3. But, it is also one of the most difficult skills someone can
develop…

Bad or Good conflict?
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Conflict: Is it Good or Bad?
“Conflict is a Driving Force for Change”
Good:

Bad:

•Produces new ideas
•Solves continuous problems
•Gives opportunity for
people to expand skills
•Allows creativity
•Improves performance

•Lowers team energy or morale
•Reduces productivity
•Prevents job accomplishment
•Creates destructive behavior
•Fosters poor performance

In which process groups should
I have a lot of conflicts?
Quick Quiz for you:

HERE!
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Teams and Conflict
In an effective team
conflict is disharmony that
leads to personal growth
and improvement!

In an in-effective team
conflict is confrontation that
leads to disagreement and a
condition of opposition!

Warranted
or
Unwarranted conflict?
24
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Warranted or Unwarranted Conflict?(*)
Warranted conflict:
team members DO NOT agree with the stated goal

Unwarranted conflict:
team members AGREE with the stated goal, but
they DISAGREE about how to accomplish the
stated goal
Unwarranted conflict is 80% of the cases
(*) SDI, http://www.personalstrengths.com

Is it Warranted or
Unwarranted conflict?
(Work ALONE for 3 min.)
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Warranted or Unwarranted conflict?
1. There is no need to spend resources to do testing!
2. I believe that integration should be done before testing and
not testing before the integration!
3. This work package is out of scope!
4. I prefer to create the WBS instead of Jim!
5. We should have never been involved in this project
6. The quality control department should have helped us!

Quick Quiz 4 U:

Is it warranted or
unwarranted conflict?
3 minutes to conclude!

Discuss your answers with the
person next to you to see if you
picked the same answer (3 min.)
26
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Warranted or Unwarranted conflict?
1. There is no need to spend resources to do testing!
2. I believe that integration should be done before testing and not
testing before the integration!
3. This work package is out of scope!
4. I prefer to create the WBS instead of Jim!
5. We should have never been involved in this project
6. The quality control department should have helped us!

Quick Quiz 4 U:

Is it warranted or unwarranted
conflict?
120 seconds to conclude!

Typical sources
of conflict!
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7 Major Sources of Project Conflict
and Team Disagreements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Administrative policies and procedures
Project Priorities
Project costs
Personalities
Manpower Resources
Schedules
Technical beliefs & performance trade-offs

Which are the
top 3 sources
of conflict?

H.J.Thamhain and D. L.Wilemon, “Conflict Management in Project Life Cycle”

7 Major Sources of Project Conflict
and Team Disagreements
Which are the top
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Administrative policies and procedures
Project Priorities
Project costs
Personalities
Manpower Resources
Schedules
Technical beliefs & performance trade-offs

3 sources of
conflict?

H.J.Thamhain and D. L.Wilemon, “Conflict Management in Project Life Cycle”
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Typical symptoms
of team conflict

Typical symptoms of team conflict are:
1. Absenteeism
The list is in alphabetical order!
2. Complaining
3. Filing lawsuits
4. Finger pointing
5. Gossiping
6. Hiding information that should be shared
7. Hostility
8. Not attending required meetings
9. Not completing work on-time or to quality goals
10. Not responding to requests for information
11. Not returning phone calls or e-mails
12. Passive/aggressive behavior
13. Physical violence
14. Verbal abuse
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Can you spot the 2 worst
symptoms? Discuss it with the
person next to you (3 min.)?
Typical symptoms of team conflict are:
1. Absenteeism
The list is in alphabetical order!
2. Complaining
3. Filing lawsuits
4. Finger pointing
5. Gossiping
6. Hiding information that should be shared
7. Hostility
8. Not attending required meetings
9. Not completing work on-time or to quality goals
10. Not responding to requests for information
11. Not returning phone calls or e-mails
Can you spot the 2 worst
12. Passive/aggressive behavior
symptoms?
13. Physical violence
120 seconds to conclude!
14. Verbal abuse
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Worst symptoms of team conflict are:
1. Absenteeism
2. Complaining
3. Filing lawsuits
4. Finger pointing
5. Gossiping
6. Hiding information that should be shared
7. Hostility
8. Not attending required meetings
9. Not completing work on-time or to quality goals
10. Not responding to requests for information
11. Not returning phone calls or e-mails
12. Passive/aggressive behavior
13. Physical violence
14. Verbal abuse

Conflict Resolution
Techniques!
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How Do I Address Team Conflict?
 Conflict resolution is a 6 step process:








A. Define the problem
B. Gather data
C. Analyze the data
D. Choose the best solution
E. Implement the solution
F. Continue to refine the solution
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3 Types of Conflict Resolutions
 Win-Win
 To reach a solution
accepted by anyone

 Lose-Lose
 Everyone gets something and
everyone looses something

 Win-Lose
 Power struggle where ONLY one party wins

Project
Chain of
command

Portfolio
Manager
Program
Manager

Sponsor
PM

FM
Team members
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There is an issue at your project. Discuss it
with the person next to you. Who is
responsible for solving the problem (5 min.)?
SP=SPonsor, PM=Project Manager,
FM=Functional Manager, T=Team members

1
2
3

Situation
Two project team members are having a disagreement.
There is a change to the overall project deliverable.
A functional manager is trying to pull a team member off the project to do other work.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

The project manager does not have the authority to get things done.
There are not enough resources to complete the project.
The team is unsure of what needs to happen when.
An activity needs more time and will cause the project to be delayed.
An activity needs more time without causing the project to be delayed.
A team member is not performing.
The team is not sure who is in charge of the project.
There is talk that the project may no longer be needed.
The sponsor provides an unrealistic schedule objective.
The team is in conflict over priorities between activities.
The project is behind schedule.
A team member determines that another method is needed to complete an activity.

16
17

The project is running out of funds.
Additional work is added to the project that will increase cost and was not identified during the risk
Reference: Rita Mulcahy
management process.

Key Person
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Situation
Two project team members are having a disagreement.
There is a change to the overall project deliverable.
A functional manager is trying to pull a team member off the project to do other work.
The project manager does not have the authority to get things done.
There are not enough resources to complete the project.
The team is unsure of what needs to happen when.
An activity needs more time and will cause the project to be delayed.
An activity needs more time without causing the project to be delayed.
A team member is not performing.
The team is not sure who is in charge of the project.
There is talk that the project may no longer be needed.
The sponsor provides an unrealistic schedule objective.
The team is in conflict over priorities between activities.
The project is behind schedule.
A team member determines that another method is needed to complete an activity.

16 The project is running out of funds.
Additional work is added to the project that will increase cost and was not identified during the risk
17
Reference: Rita Mulcahy
management process.

Key Person
T
SP
T
SP
SP or FM
PM
SP
PM
PM or FM
SP
SP
SP
PM
PM
T
SP
SP

Can body
language uncover
the conflict?
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This is a high-performing team!

But, this is not a high performing team…
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Conflict Strategies!

Conflict Strategies
Avoiding
the conflict
and postpone
the decision
Collaborating
Try to meet needs
of all involved

Accommodating
Give in to others

Competing

Take a firm stand. Use
positional power to
conform to one perspective Compromising
Satisfy partially everyone
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Thomas-Kilman’s
Five Conflict-Handling Methods
Win-Lose

Win-Win

Lose-Lose

Lose-Lose

Lose-Win

Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument by K. W. Thomas and R. H. Kilmann, 1974, 2000.

How to build trust?
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Build Trust and
reduce conflict
 We choose our own behavior because we are influenced
by our color (encoding)
 We need to discover the colors of the stakeholders in
order to encode our messages to their decoding system
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Build Trust with stakeholders and communicate the way they
like!
Color
BLUEs
REDs

GREENs
HUBs

Prefer:

Do not prefer:

 Face to face meetings
 One to one meetings
 Telephone
 Email/Fax

 Email
 Fax
 Report
 Personal letter

 Personal letter
 Report/Telephone
 Email/Fax

 Face to face meetings
 One to one meetings

 Face to face meetings
 One to one meetings

 Email
 Fax
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Points to Take away:
 Discover your “color”
 Discover “the colors” of your stakeholders
 Encode your messages to
their decoding system
 Increase the success of your teams and your
organizations

Questions?
Theofanis.Giotis@PMI-GREECE.org
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